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drones in DH systems



About us

► Founded in 2015

► Specialists in thermal mapping and data analysis

► Primary market: District heating

► Leading provider in Denmark with 150+ district 
heating customers

► Based in Aarhus, Denmark

► References abroad: 
- Banja Luka, Bosnia and Herzegovina
- Notthingham & Sheffield, UK
- Torshavn, the Faroe Islands
- Lerwick, Shetland
- Drammen, Mo & Lillestrøm, Norway



TERAPLAN: A unique web-based platform

► Thermal drone inspections of district heating networks,
in collaboration with local drone pilots/partners.

► The local drone pilots bring back thousands of thermal 
orthographic images from the field.

► These big data images are analysed, categorized and 
processed in Teraplan, a unique cloud-based web platform,
that Drone Systems has developed directly for and together 
with the district heating sector in Denmark. 

► Teraplan translates the many images into an interactive 
aggregated mosaic map with a complete overview of the 
network pipelines.

► This holistic and super-precise heat map gives the heating 
company an easy and completely customized overview of all 
potential leaks and hotspots to be aware of in their entire network.



One platform, that solves many problems

► The thermal images from the drone cameras are loaded 

with information. Where traditional static reports only could

bring a heating company a snapshot of a few selected

viewpoints, Teraplan is a dynamic tool that brings full 

transparency and certainty. 

► In addition to serving a complete visual overview, 

Teraplan also divides all points of interest into categories, 

including information about critical hotspots and temperature 

measurements. 

► With the Teraplan platform, a district heating company gets an 

intelligent and precise tool, not only for immediate identification 

and localization of current leaks. But also, for long-term 

strategic planning and prioritization of maintenance and 

repairs. If the heating company engages in annual inspections, 

the platform can monitor development and changes over time. 

No matter what part of the pipeline network the heating 

company wants to focus on.





TERAPLAN – Complete & systematic

► Filters and tags to categorise, prioritise and monitor work 
status.

► Actual pipe routes can be compared to record drawings. 

► Comparison of data from year to year –
emerging problems and trends plus assess results of 
maintenance.

► Critical and emerging leaks for prioritising maintenance.

► Multiple team users with specific access and editing rights.

► Google Streetview integrated

► GIS integration
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Numbers

Drone Systems has mapped and analysed more than 19,500 km of district heating network 
pipelines and detected 1,750+ leaks, 6,000+ emerging leaks, and 3,900+ components (above 5 
degrees in delta temperature) all with notable heat loss.

Updated 09.06.2022
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Client Statement

HOFOR, Copenhagen

“With the drones’ temperature measurements, we have refined our monitoring of the district heating network. We can now make a better 
planning and prioritization of our preventive efforts, and at the same time have the most acute problems repaired and closed. We detect poor 
insulation and leaks so we can quickly repair leaks on jackets and pipes.

Our pipeline network presents a huge value, so it is always interesting to know the condition of the network even better, and we get the 
opportunityto do so with the drone measurements.”

Bo Jensen Møller

Section leader, operation at HOFOR
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Client Statement

LEMVIG District Heating Plant

“We are very pleased with the black/white mosaic from Drone Systems. A merger between Ramme and Lemvig district heating plants in 2019, meant 
that we took over a network registration drawn on the best belief. The mosaic revealed several places where the network registration differed from the 
thermography.

With the help of the GIS integration our GIS supplier has subsequently been able to make corrections.”

Thomas Byskov

Distribution Manager at Lemvig District Heating Plant
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